scientific societies has been evident throughout this process: they have a record of successful partnerships with scholarly and professional societies, and a strong reputation as a major publisher of academic journals.
What will this partnership mean for you? Much of what our authors, reviewers, and readers already experience at both journals will remain the same. Both journals are owned by the BSA, which retains oversight over their content, including all editorial processes. Publication in AJB will remain free for Society members, with low and reasonable rates for authors choosing the Open Access option; article processing charges for APPS will remain affordable, with discounted levels for Society members. Authors will continue to see the same highly personalized service they have come to expect from our excellent editorial staff: Amy McPherson, Richard Hund, Beth Parada, Sophia Balcomb, and Benjamin Merritt. As before, manuscripts will be submitted through Editorial Manager, and peer review will be facilitated by the BSA staff and the Editors-in-Chief and associate editors of each journal. Copyediting will, as always, be handled through the BSA's careful and knowledgeable team. The Society's primary communication publication, Plant Science Bulletin, will continue to be self-published by the BSA under the leadership of Editor-in-Chief Mackenzie Taylor, assisted by Richard Hund.
Some things will change, and we are looking forward to multiple new opportunities that the partnership with Wiley will bring to our journals. One change that you will see immediately is an updated web presence for both journals; these new websites will migrate to the versatile new Literatum web hosting platform in early 2018. This platform is also used by figshare, Altmetric, Kudos, and ORCID, allowing for better integration of these valuable author services into our journal websites. The AJB and APPS websites will link directly to each other in a BSA online hub, which will also connect to the
